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Nonstationary Spectral Analysis Based on
Time–Frequency Operator Symbols and
Underspread Approximations
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Abstract—We present a unified framework for time-varying or
time–frequency (TF) spectra of nonstationary random processes
in terms of TF operator symbols. We provide axiomatic definitions
and TF operator symbol formulations for two broad classes of TF
spectra, one of which is new. These classes contain all major existing TF spectra such as the Wigner–Ville, evolutionary, instantaneous power, and physical spectrum. Our subsequent analysis
focuses on the practically important case of nonstationary processes with negligible high-lag TF correlations (so-called underspread processes). We demonstrate that for underspread processes
all TF spectra yield effectively identical results and satisfy several desirable properties at least approximately. We also show that
Gabor frames provide approximate Karhunen–Loève (KL) functions of underspread processes and TF spectra provide a corresponding approximate KL spectrum. Finally, we formulate simple
approximate input–output relations for the TF spectra of underspread processes that are passed through underspread linear timevarying systems. All approximations are substantiated mathematically by upper bounds on the associated approximation errors. Our
results establish a TF calculus for the second-order analysis and
time-varying filtering of underspread processes that is as simple as
the conventional spectral calculus for stationary processes.
Index Terms—Evolutionary spectrum, Gabor expansion, instantaneous power spectrum, Karhunen–Loève (KL) expansion,
nonstationary random processes, nonstationary spectral analysis,
time–frequency (TF) analysis, time-varying systems, Wigner–Ville
spectrum.

In an attempt to extend the PSD to nonstationary processes,
different definitions of “time-dependent (or time-varying)
power spectra” have been proposed over the years, which
resulted in a wealth of literature on the topic (e.g., [1]–[24]).
Since these spectra describe the process’ second-order statistics
as a function of time and frequency or, equivalently, over the
time–frequency (TF) plane, we here prefer the terminology TF
spectra. The major definitions of TF spectra extend specific
properties of the PSD to the nonstationary case. However, no
single TF spectrum satisfies all desirable properties and thus is
satisfactory in all respects.
In this paper, we take a new look at nonstationary spectral
analysis and TF spectra. We consider the practically important
class of underspread processes, which are nonstationary processes with negligible high-lag TF correlations [25]–[32]. Our
principal goal is to develop a simple and powerful TF calculus
for the analysis and filtering of underspread processes. This
calculus is based on unified formulations of second-order TF
spectra in terms of linear TF operator symbols. Specifically, we
will show the following.
•

I. INTRODUCTION

N

ONSTATIONARY random processes are useful models
for signals and interference arising in speech and audio,
communications, image processing, computer vision, biomedical engineering, machine monitoring, and many other applications. They constitute a much more general theoretical framework than do stationary processes, but they are also much more
difficult to describe, analyze, and process. For stationary processes, the power spectral density (PSD) provides a simple, intuitively appealing, and powerful tool for the purposes of description, analysis, and processing. For nonstationary processes,
a fully equivalent concept is not available.

•

Our paper contains three further contributions.
•
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TF spectral analysis furnishes satisfactory results only
for underspread processes. In contrast, the TF spectra
of processes that are overspread (i.e., not underspread)
either contain “statistical cross terms” that drastically
limit their readability and usefulness [27], [29]–[33],
or do not convey the complete information about the
process’ second-order statistics.
For underspread processes, all TF spectra satisfy various
desirable properties at least approximately. Furthermore,
different TF spectra that may be quite dissimilar theoretically yield approximately equal results for an underspread process. These claims will be substantiated mathematically by upper bounds on the respective approximation errors.

•

We show that all major TF spectra belong to one of two
classes of spectra, termed type I and type II spectra. While
the first class was previously studied in [6], [16], [19],
[23], [24], the second class is new. Axiomatic definitions
and compact formulations in terms of TF operator symbols are presented for both classes.
We show that under certain conditions, the Gabor expansion [34], [35] provides an approximate decorrelation of
an underspread process (approximate Karhunen–Loève
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(KL) transform), and TF spectra provide an approximate
KL spectrum.
We present approximate multiplicative input–output relations for the TF spectra of underspread processes that are
passed through underspread linear time-varying (LTV)
systems.

class of linear TF representations of is given by the TF shift
covariant TF operator symbols1 [71]–[74]

Taken together, our results show that the second-order analysis
and linear filtering of underspread nonstationary processes are
essentially as simple as for stationary processes. Our TF calculus provides a strong basis for applications in nonstationary
statistical signal processing such as nonstationary signal estimation, detection, and coherence analysis [32], [36]–[50]. The resulting methods can be efficiently implemented using TF signal
expansions like the Gabor transform or local cosine basis function expansions.
We note that parametric time-dependent spectra (e.g., [15],
[51]–[53]), higher-order time-dependent spectra [54]–[58], and
the estimation of TF spectra [14], [16], [19], [23], [24], [32],
[59]–[68] are not considered here.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss
the two classes of type I and type II spectra. General formulations of these classes in terms of TF operator symbols are given,
and some important specific type I and type II spectra are considered. Section III reviews the fundamentals of underspread
processes. In the five subsequent sections, the unique role of
underspread processes in TF spectral analysis is demonstrated.
It is shown that for underspread processes the various type I and
type II spectra approximately satisfy many desirable properties
(Sections IV and V), yield approximately equal results (Section VI), provide an approximate KL spectrum (Section VII),
and permit the formulation of simple approximate input–output
relations for linearly filtered processes (Section VIII). Finally,
conclusions are provided in Section IX.

This class is parameterized by a “prototype operator” with
. If and are Hilbert–Schmidt operators, the
kernel
TF operator symbol can be rewritten as the inner product2

•

II. TIME–FREQUENCY SPECTRA
In this section, we present axiomatic definitions of type I and
type II spectra and unified expressions of these spectra in terms
of TF operator symbols. Our principal goal is to provide a mathematical basis for the underspread calculus to be established in
Sections IV–VIII. Rather than advocating a specific spectrum,
we will demonstrate in Sections IV–VIII that, for underspread
processes, practically all spectra yield satisfactory and essentially equivalent results.
of two
In what follows, the cross-correlation operator
nonstationary random processes
and
is defined as the
linear operator [69] whose kernel equals the cross-correlation
(here, and denote
function
expectation and complex conjugation, respectively). The autoof a single process
is defined as
correlation operator
. All processes are assumed zero-mean.
A. TF Operator Symbols
Our formulation of type I and type II spectra will be based
on TF symbols of LTV systems or linear operators. Consider a
linear operator with kernel
[69], [70]. A fairly wide

(1)

with
Here,

(2)

is the generalized TF shift operator3 defined by
(3)

or
is not Hilbert–Schmidt, the integral representation
If
may still be meaningful within a suitable
(1) of
will then be
framework of generalized functions;
used merely as a compact notation for (1). An example of this
case is the generalized Weyl symbol (GWS). The GWS of a
linear operator is defined as [75]–[83]
(4)
with

(5)
where is a real-valued parameter. The GWS is a special case of
the generic TF operator symbol (1) that is obtained for the nonHilbert–Schmidt prototype operator with kernel
. We note, however, that many of
the bounds in Sections IV–VIII assume the Hilbert–Schmidt
(an innovations
property to be satisfied by , where
, cf. Section II-C) or
(the
system of the process
).
autocorrelation operator of
Under certain conditions on
and
can be
interpreted as a “TF transfer function” of in the sense that it
about
characterizes the amplification/attenuation caused by
[81], [83]. Indeed, according to the inner
the TF point
1All

01 1

to
unless stated otherwise.
integrals are from
H is Hilbert–Schmidt if it has a finite Hilbert–Schmidt operator

2An operator

norm

kH k

fH H g < 1

Tr

f1 g

with Tr
and superscript denoting the trace and adjoint of an operator,
respectively [69], [70]. The inner product of two Hilbert–Schmidt operators is
defined as

hH ; H i

Tr

fH H g =

h (t; t )h (t; t )dtdt :

3The real-valued parameter
in S
expresses a degree of freedom in
defining a joint TF shift, which exists because time shifts and frequency
= 1=2(
=
1=2) corresponds
shifts do not commute. For example,
to performing the time shift before (after) the frequency shift. The operator
S PS
does not depend on .

0
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product representation
measures the
“strength” of in the one-dimensional operator space spanned
by
. If is a TF localization operator [45], [79], [84]–[87]
about the origin of the TF plane, then
is associated with a neighborhood of the TF point
; the
shape of this neighborhood is defined by .
B. Type I Spectra

with

3) TF energy distribution property: for any process
finite mean energy4

(10)
The following theorem5 establishes an explicit characterization of the class of type I spectra (cf. [6], [16], [24]).
Theorem 2: Any type I spectrum can be written as

The class of type I spectra has previously been studied in
[6], [16], [23], [24] and, in a discrete-time setting, in [19]. The
definition of type I spectra can be motivated by three properties
of the PSD. Let
denote the cross-correlation function of two jointly wide-sense
and
. The cross-PSD of
and
stationary processes
is defined by the Wiener–Khintchine relation [88], [89]
(6)
We note the following properties. First, the PSD depends linand semi-linearly on
, i.e.,
early on

(11)
is an arbitrary trace-normalized linear operator (i.e.,
) and
is defined in (2). Conversely, any spectrum of the form (11) with a trace-normalized is a type I spectrum.
where

Hence, we see that the class of type I spectra is identical to
the class of TF operator symbols (1) of the correlation operator
with a trace-normalized prototype operator . It can furthermore be shown that under weak conditions

Here,
is a member of Cohen’s class of bilinear TF
signal representations [24], [90], [91]. Hence, type I spectra can
also be viewed as the expectation of corresponding TF signal
is a TF localization
representations from Cohen’s class. If
operator [45], [79], [84]–[87] about the origin of the TF plane,
is a TF localization operator about the TF point
. Consequently, the auto-spectrum
Second, it is “covariant” to a frequency shift of both processes:

Third, the auto-PSD
mean power, i.e.,

integrates to the

can be interpreted as the mean energy of the process
about
.
the TF point
There exist four “canonical” formulations of type I spectra
in
that are based on representations of the operators and
four different domains (all related by Fourier transforms):

These properties can be extended to nonstationary processes
as follows [6], [16], [24].
Definition 1: The class of type I TF spectra
fined by the following axioms.

is de(12a)

1) Superposition property:
(12b)
(8a)

4Throughout

kf k

the paper, kf k denotes the L (
111

jf (x ;

. . . ; x )j

dx

) norm (n = 1; 2), i.e.,

. . . dx

;

1

 p < 1

and

(8b)

sup jf (x

kf k

Furthermore, the L (

2) TF shift covariance:

hf; gi

(9)

5Proofs

111

;

. . . ; x )j:

) inner product is defined as
f (x ; .

. . ; x )g (x

;

. . . ; x )dx . . . dx

of this and subsequent theorems can be found in [30].

:
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Here, is represented by its kernel
function [92]

its GWS
tion (GSF)

, its bi-frequency

(cf. (4)), and its generalized spreading func. The GSF is defined by [78], [93]
(13)

with
(cf. (5)). Similarly,
is repre, the frequency-dosented by the correlation function
main correlation function

where
is an innovations system for
and the TF operis required to satisfy the following
ator representation
axioms.
1) Linearity:
2) TF shift covariance:6
3) Normalization:

.

The next theorem states that the TF transfer function
must be chosen as a TF shift covariant TF operator
as defined in (1).
symbol
Theorem 4: Any type II spectrum can be written as

the generalized Wigner–Ville spectrum

(14)

(see Section II-D), and the generalized expected ambiguity
function

(see Section III-A). We note that the expressions (12a) and (12b)
; their result,
, does not
are valid for arbitrary
depend on . In what follows, we will restrict to type I autospectra for simplicity. For more details on type I cross-spectra
see [48], [94].
C. Type II Spectra
The definition of the new class of type II spectra is motivated
by the relation between PSD and innovations systems in the stationary case. The innovations system representation of a (generally nonstationary) random process
is given by [11], [22],
[89], [95]

is an arbitrary trace-normalized linear operator (i.e.,
). Conversely, any spectrum of the form (14) with a
trace-normalized is a type II spectrum.
where

(i.e., for a given corIt is seen that for a given process
),
depends on the choice of i) the protorelation
. Note that
type operator and ii) the innovations system
the latter choice corresponds to an ambiguity that does not exist
in the case of type I spectra.
By comparing (14) and (11), we realize that type II spectra
equal the squared magnitude of a TF transfer function of an
while type I spectra equal a TF transfer
innovations system
.
function of the “squared” innovations system
Whereas in the stationary case these two approaches both yield
the PSD, in the nonstationary case they result in two different
classes of TF spectra.
Similarly to type I spectra, type II spectra admit canonical forand
mulations in terms of representations of the operators
in four different domains that are related by Fourier transforms:

Here,
denotes normalized stationary white noise (with cor) and
is an innovations system for
relation operator
. All innovations systems for
are solutions
the process
. Note that if
is an
of the operator equation
innovations system for
, then so is
with an ar.
bitrary operator satisfying
For a stationary process
, the PSD can be written as
where
is the transfer function of an arbitrary time-infor
. As a system represenvariant innovations system
tation, the transfer function has three important properties: it is
linear, covariant to frequency shifts of the system, and normalfor the identity system
. By a
ized in that
natural extension to the nonstationary case, we define a type
II spectrum as the squared magnitude of a linear, TF shift covariant, and normalized “TF transfer function” of an LTV inno.
vations system
Definition 3: The class of type II TF spectra
defined by

is

(15)

D. Special Cases
Virtually all nonparametric time-varying spectra proposed so
far in the literature fit within the classes of type I and type II
6We note that if H is an innovations system for x(t), then the TF shifted
~
= S
H S
is an innovations system for the TF shifted
operator H
~(t) = (S
x)(t) ( 6= allowed).
process x
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spectra. To support this claim and for later reference, we next
consider some important special cases of type I and type II
spectra within our TF operator symbol framework. Some of
these TF spectra are new. Spectra of either class using the same
prototype operator will be discussed jointly.
1) Generalized Wigner–Ville Spectrum and Generalized
Evolutionary Spectrum: The generalized Wigner–Ville spectrum (GWVS) is defined as [16], [23], [24]

with
. The GWVS is a family of
type I spectra whose underlying TF operator symbol is the GWS
in (4), i.e.,
. Two important
members of the GWVS family are the Wigner–Ville spectrum
[4], [8], [14], [23], [24], [27], [29], [30], [94], [96]–[98] and the
and
Rihaczek spectrum [7], [99], which are obtained for
, respectively. The GWVS can also be written as

Page spectrum by using the Page symbol as the TF operator
symbol in (14), i.e.,

3) Type I and Type II Levin Spectrum: Levin [3] augmented
Page’s definition by adding an anticausal counterpart to (18).
He arrived at the (type I) Levin spectrum

which is equal to the real part of the Rihaczek spectrum
. The underlying TF operator symbol is the “Levin
symbol” [74]

Using the same TF operator symbol in (14) yields the new type
II Levin spectrum

(16)
where
denotes the generalized expected ambiguity
can
function to be defined in Section III-A. Since
be interpreted as a TF correlation function, (16) provides an
extension of the Wiener–Khintchine relation (6) to the nonstationary case. Applications of the GWVS in nonstationary statistical signal processing were described in [32], [37], [42], [44],
[46], [47], [50].
The type II counterpart of the GWVS is the generalized evolutionary spectrum (GES) [22], [29], [30]
(17)
Again, the underlying TF operator symbol is the GWS
, i.e.,
. The evolutionary
spectrum [5], [100], the transitory evolutionary spectrum [20],
[22], and the Weyl spectrum [22] are important special cases
, and
,
of the GES obtained with
respectively.
2) Type I and Type II Page Spectrum: Page defined the instantaneous power spectrum [1], [2], [13], [17]
(18)
with
rewritten as

4) Type I and Type II Physical Spectrum: Motivated by the
idea of measuring the mean energy about a TF analysis point
via an inner product, the (type I) physical spectrum was defined
[8], [101]
as the expectation of the spectrogram of

Here,
, where
is an analysis window
localized about the origin of the TF plane and normalized such
. The type I physical spectrum can be rewritten as
that
The prototype operator is the rank-one TF localization operator
with kernel
. The corresponding TF operator symbol

is known as the lower symbol [27], [30], [76]. Using the lower
symbol in (14), we obtain the new type II physical spectrum

5) Type I and Type II Multiwindow Physical Spectrum: The
type I multiwindow physical spectrum (cf. [19], [27]) is defined
as the linear combination of several type I physical spectra with
linearly independent, normalized analysis windows

. This spectrum can be

It belongs to the class of type I spectra and will here be referred
to as type I Page spectrum. The underlying TF operator symbol
is the “Page symbol” [74]

The type I Page spectrum satisfies the property of causality. As
the corresponding type II spectrum, we define the new type II

Here, the coefficients are assumed to be normalized such that
. The prototype operator is
;
the TF operator symbol is

Any type I spectrum with a finite-rank, normal, trace-normalized prototype operator is a multiwindow physical spectrum.
Multiwindow physical spectra may be useful as finite-rank approximations to general type I spectra (cf. [19]). Using the same
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prototype operator in (14), we obtain the new type II multiwindow physical spectrum

III. UNDERSPREAD NONSTATIONARY PROCESSES
The main goal of this paper is to describe the privileged role
that underspread processes play in nonstationary spectral analysis. In this section, we explain the underspread property and
introduce a concept of underspread processes that extends the
original definition given by Kozek [25]–[28], [60]. We first review a TF correlation function on which the underspread concept is based.
A. The Generalized Expected Ambiguity Function
Processes are often characterized in terms of their correlation
structure—for example, a stationary processes has temporal correlations but no spectral correlations, whereas a nonstationary
white process has spectral correlations but no temporal correlations. A joint description of the temporal and spectral correlations is provided by the generalized expected ambiguity function
(GEAF) defined as [25]–[27], [30]

Comparing this definition with the GSF in (13), it is seen
, i.e.,
that the GEAF is the GSF of the correlation operator
.
The GEAF is a global measure of the correlation of all comthat are separated by in time and by in
ponents of
frequency [25]–[27], [30]. For example, the GEAF of a sta.
tionary white process with PSD is
Thus,
unless and are both zero, which correctly indicates that the process has neither temporal nor spectral
correlations. For a stationary process with correlation function
, we obtain
,
which indicates the absence of spectral correlations. For a nonstationary white process with correlation function
, we have
(where
is the Fourier transform of
), which indicates the
absence of temporal correlations. The relation
allows us to use the shorthand notation
Further properties of the GEAF are described in [25], [27], [30].
B. Underspread Processes
in the and direcThe extension of the GEAF
tion describes, respectively, the temporal and spectral correla. A process that has noticeable
tion width of the process
will be called undercorrelations only for small TF lags
spread. The GEAF of an underspread process is concentrated
plane. In contrast, processes that
about the origin of the
have strong correlations for large TF lags
will be termed

overspread; their GEAF is not concentrated about the origin.
Many nonstationary processes encountered in practical applications are underspread.
Underspread processes were first defined by Kozek [25]–[27]
as those processes whose GEAF is exactly zero outside a compact support region about the origin with area much less than
one. More specifically, the underspread property was defined as
, with the correlation spread defined by

where

1) Extended Underspread Concept: While the above definition of underspread processes is very simple, its usefulness is
limited because practical processes rarely have compactly supported GEAFs. Using an effective GEAF support instead—i.e.,
approximating a noncompactly supported GEAF by a compactly supported one—is problematic since the modeling errors
incurred by a specific choice of such an effective support are
difficult to quantify. Therefore, we now propose an extended
concept of underspread processes that uses as global measures
of the “joint TF correlation width” the following weighted
integrals of the GEAF [30]:

(19a)

(19b)
Here,

is a nonnegative weighting function that satisfies
and penalizes off-origin GEAF contributions. Special cases of these weighted integrals are the GEAF moments
and
obtained with the
weighting functions
[30]. Note that
and
measure the temporal correlation width whereas
and
measure the spectral correlation width.
We now call a nonstationary process
underspread if suitable GEAF integrals
and
or GEAF moments
and
are “small.” This extended concept of underspread
processes does not require that the GEAF has compact support,
and thus, it corresponds to a larger and more practically relevant class of processes. It is, however, less simple than the previous definition based on a compact GEAF support. Fig. 1 depicts schematically the GEAF of some example processes that
are underspread in this extended sense.
The difference between the two underspread concepts is
somewhat analogous to the difference between exact band limitation and effective band limitation of a signal, and our GEAF
integrals and moments are analogous to various measures used
to quantify the effective band limitation of a signal. In fact,
placing constraints on different GEAF integrals or moments
or
) corresponds
(e.g., requiring that
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the GEAF magnitude of (a) an underspread
process with small m
m
and M
M
, (b) an underspread
and M
, (c) a “chirpy” underspread process
process with small m
with small m
and M , where (;  ) has skew orientation.

to different definitions of the underspread property. Each one
of these different definitions is mathematically precise, but no
single definition works equally well in all applications. The
many alternative ways of expressing the underspread concept
mathematically provide a flexibility of mathematical analysis
that will be exploited in Sections IV–VIII.
The “maximally underspread” process is stationary white
noise, which has no temporal or spectral correlations whatsoever. The underspread property is not equivalent to the property
of quasi-stationarity. Indeed, a quasi-stationary process may be
overspread if its effective temporal correlation width is large;
conversely, a highly nonstationary process may be underspread
if its effective temporal correlation is short enough.
2) Innovations System Based Underspread Concept: An alis provided by the
ternative view of an underspread process
GSF of an innovations system
for
. We call
an innovations system
underspread if the TF shifts it produces are only by small time lags (delays) and small frequency
are
(Doppler) lags [27], [30], [81], [83]. The TF shifts of
described by its GSF
. Therefore,
is underspread
if and only if
is concentrated about the origin of the
plane. The concentration of7
about the origin
can be measured by the weighted GSF integrals [30], [83]

and, as special cases, by the GSF moments
obtained with the weighting functions
. Thus,
is underspread if suitable weighted GSF integrals and moments are small.
—as characterized by the GEAF
The TF correlations in
—are related to the TF shifts introduced by
. This
is described by the bound [30], [76]
(21)
7Since S
(;  ) = S
(;  )e
jS
(;  )j.
simplified notation jS (;  )j

, we henceforth use the

where
denotes two-dimensional (2-D) convolution. This
entails a concenbound shows that a concentrated
, and thus an underspread innovations system
trated
generates an underspread process
. Conversely, if
is an underspread process, one can always find an underspread
[22], [102], [103]. On the other hand,
innovations system
the innovations system for an overspread process is necessarily
overspread. This discussion shows that the weighted integrals
and moments
provide alternative
characterizations of the “TF correlation width” and the under.
spread property of a process
3) Simulation Examples: To illustrate these concepts, Fig.
2 shows the GEAF magnitude of underspread and overspread
processes and the GSF magnitude of the associated positive
. For the undersemidefinite innovations system
spread process, the GEAF and GSF are highly concentrated
about the origin. For the overspread process, however, they exhibit strong off-origin components that indicate large high-lag
is
TF correlations. As expected from (21), the GSF of
.
slightly more concentrated than the GEAF of
Fig. 3 shows various type I and type II spectra for the underspread process whose GEAF is shown in Fig. 2(a). The autocorrelation function of this process was synthesized using the TF
technique described in [104]. For the type II spectra, the positive
was chosen. Simsemidefinite innovations system
ilarly, Fig. 4 shows the same type I and type II spectra for the
overspread process of Fig. 2(c). This process was constructed
by introducing strong correlations between the ‘T’ and ‘F’ components of the previous process. We will discuss and interpret
these figures in the course of our subsequent development.
IV. PROPERTIES OF TYPE I SPECTRA
By construction, all type I spectra
satisfy the
superposition property (8), the TF shift covariance property (9),
and the TF energy distribution property (10). Other desirable
properties are satisfied if the prototype operator underlying
satisfies certain corresponding constraints (cf. the
properties and “kernel constraints” of TF representations of
deterministic signals [24], [90], [91]). We now show that for
an underspread process, several of these desirable properties
are approximately satisfied by most type I spectra even if the
corresponding constraints are not satisfied. We provide upper
bounds on the associated approximation errors that allow a
quantitative assessment of the accuracy of approximation.
These upper bounds involve specific weighted integrals and
moments of the GEAF and indicate that the approximations are
accurate in the underspread case. In practice, these weighted
GEAF integrals and moments can usually be reliably estimated.
Proofs of the bounds presented can be found in [30]; we also
note that some of the bounds are analogous to bounds presented
in [27], [83] for processes with compactly supported GEAF.
A. Smoothness and Statistical Cross Terms
, which is a central
We first consider the GWVS
family of type I spectra. Since the GWVS is the 2-D Fourier
transform of the GEAF (see (16)), its degree of smoothness is
determined by the concentration of the GEAF about the origin.
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Fig. 2. GEAF/GSF analysis of synthetic underspread and overspread processes. (a) GEAF magnitude of the underspread process, (b) GSF magnitude of the
positive semidefinite innovations system for the underspread process, (c) GEAF magnitude of the overspread process, (d) GSF magnitude of the positive semidefinite
innovations system for the overspread process. In these plots, the rectangle about the origin has area 1 and allows to assess the underspread or overspread property
of the process under analysis.

Fig. 3. Contour line plots of various type I and type II TF spectra for a synthetic underspread process. (a) Wigner–Ville spectrum (GWVS with = 0), (b)
real part of Rihaczek spectrum (GWVS with = 1=2), (c) Page spectrum, (d) Levin spectrum (equal to the real part of the Rihaczek spectrum shown in (b)),
(e) physical spectrum with Gaussian window, (f) multiwindow physical spectrum, (g) Weyl spectrum (GES with = 0), (h) evolutionary spectrum (GES with
= 1=2), (i) type II Page spectrum, (j) type II Levin spectrum, (k) type II physical spectrum with Gaussian window, (l) type II multiwindow spectrum. The
innovations system H underlying the type II spectra is the positive semidefinite square root of R . The multiwindow spectra use the first N = 8 Hermite
functions [24], [45] as windows and coefficients ; . . . ; chosen as 2:02; 1:97; 1:89; 1:72; 1:37; 0:89; 0:42; and 0:12, respectively.

0

In particular, the GWVS of an underspread process will be a
smooth 2-D lowpass function. This is demonstrated by Fig. 3(a),
and
for
(b), which shows the GWVS with
the underspread process whose GEAF was shown in Fig. 2(a).
On the other hand, the GWVS of an overspread process will
contain oscillating components. These can be seen in Fig. 4(a),
and
for the
(b), which shows the GWVS with
overspread process whose GEAF was shown in Fig. 2(c).

0

0

0

are potentially smoother than
Other type I spectra
the GWVS since they are obtained from the GWVS via a
convolution with
(cf. (12a)). This convolution
amounts to a smoothing if is an underspread operator, since
then
is concentrated about the origin and conseis a 2-D lowpass (smoothing) function.
quently
These observations are made more precise by the following
result.
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Same TF spectra as in Fig. 3, but for a synthetic overspread process.

Theorem 5: The partial derivatives of any type I spectrum
are bounded as

typically contains strong oscilIn the last case,
lating components. These are sometimes termed statistical cross
terms [29], [33]. They correspond to GEAF contributions far
away from the origin, and thus indicate the presence of strong
, which means that
is overhigh-lag TF correlations in
spread. Statistical cross terms are particularly pronounced in
like the GWVS and Page’s
type I spectra with
spectrum, see Fig. 4(a)–(d). In contrast, for “smoothed type I
spectra” (generated by underspread prototype operators ), statistical cross terms are attenuated; this is Case 2 above.

with

(and th arbitrary

3) If neither
nor is underspread,
must be
expected to be nonsmooth (e.g., Fig. 4(a)–(d)).

)

We can draw the following conclusions.
1) If the process
is underspread with small moments
or
will be smooth irrespective of
the prototype operator (this is illustrated by the examples in Fig. 3(a)–(f)).
2) If the prototype operator is underspread with small moments
or
will be smooth even if
is overspread (an example of such a “smoothed type
I spectrum” is the physical spectrum in Fig. 4(e)).

B. Real-Valuedness
Whereas the PSD
is real-valued, this need not be true
for a type I spectrum. According to (11),
if
and only if (iff) the operator is self-adjoint. It can be shown
that is self-adjoint iff
. The next
is
result shows that for an underspread process
approximately real-valued even if is not self-adjoint.
Theorem 6: The imaginary part of any type I spectrum
satisfies

(22)
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with the weighting function

,

Theorem 7: For any type I spectrum
the difference

satisfies

This theorem shows that for underspread processes with small
and
, we have
. Due to (19), small
and
requires that
on the effective sup, which means that
port region of

on the effective support of
(however,
can
be arbitrary outside the effective support of
). Typiis sufficiently concencally, this is possible only if
is underspread.
trated about the origin, i.e., if
Let us consider the special case of the GWVS. For the protoand thus,
type operator of the GWVS,

Assuming

, it is seen that

which show that the GWVS will be approximately real-valued
for an underspread process with small GEAF moments
and
. Note that for
, the preceding bounds are
zero, which is consistent with the real-valuedness of
.
Similar specializations and simplifications are also possible for
the other results presented later.
C. Marginal Properties

iff

. Similarly, the
satisfies

with

.

for

Thus, the condition
is strongly
off the origin. This shows that
violated for certain
for overspread processes the imaginary part of the GWVS
will be significant. We furthermore note that
with
and hence
and
. Consequently, (22) can be replaced by
the simpler but weaker bounds

A type I spectrum
in time

with
difference

satisfies the marginal property

. Similarly, the marginal property in frequency

is satisfied iff
. The following result shows that
for an underspread process, the marginal properties are approximately satisfied even if these conditions are not met.

and
are measures of the
The weighted integrals
extension of
, and the weighted integrals
and
are measures of the extension of
. Therefore,
for an underspread process where
and
are small (since
and
within the effective GEAF support), it follows
from Theorem 7 that
(23a)
(23b)
and
Because
are Fourier transform pairs, the extension of
deter, and the condition that
mines the rate of variation of
within the GEAF support determines the ex. Hence, small
and
means that the
tension of
mean instantaneous power
varies slowly
in the sense that it is approximately constant over time spans on
. This interthe order of the effective temporal width of
pretation can also be inferred from the relation

Similarly, the second approximation in (23) will hold if the mean
is approximately conenergy density
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stant over frequency bands whose width is equal to the effective
bandwidth of .
D. Moyal-Type Relation
Similarly to the Moyal property for deterministic signals
(e.g., [24], [91], [105]), the Moyal-type property
(24)
expresses a “preservation of inner products” between the signal
(correlation) domain and the TF spectrum domain. It can be
shown that this property is satisfied by a type I spectrum with
. More generally, we
prototype operator iff
have the following result.
Theorem 8: For any type I spectrum
and
the difference between

is positive for all processes
A type I spectrum
iff the underlying prototype operator is positive (semi)definite, i.e., iff
. This is the case, e.g., for the physical
,
spectrum and for multiwindow physical spectra with
but not for the Wigner–Ville spectrum
. However, in
[16], [23], [98] it was conjectured and demonstrated by means
of examples that the Wigner–Ville spectrum of a “sufficiently
random” process is effectively positive. Interpreting the notion
of “sufficient randomness” as a lack of strong TF correlations,
we immediately obtain a link to our underspread concept.
We now demonstrate that the type I spectra of underspread
processes indeed are effectively positive, in addition to being
effectively real-valued as shown in Section IV-B. We can split
as

,
is bounded as
where
and
are, respectively, the
which are
positive real part and negative real part of
defined by

with

.

This theorem shows that for processes
and
where
or
is small, type I spectra will satisfy (24) at least
approximately, i.e.,

Small
or
requires that
on the efor
(outside the effecfective support of
can be arbitrary). This
tive GEAF supports, however,
or
is underspread. It is
condition requires that either
more easily satisfied for smaller effective GEAF supports, i.e.,
for processes that are more underspread.
, we obtain
For the special case

Positivity of
means
or
equivalently,
. Theorem 6
stated that for an underspread process
is approximately real-valued, i.e.,
. We now complement that result by establishing an upper bound on the negative
.
real part
of any
Theorem 9: The negative real part
type I spectrum
is bounded as
(25a)

with the weaker bound following from the Schwarz inequality.
Hence, Theorem 8 also shows that for an underspread process
with small
, the
norm of
approximately
equals the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the correlation operator ,
i.e.,
.
E. Positivity
The positivity (more precisely, nonnegativity) of the PSD,
, is crucial for the PSD’s interpretation as a spectral
power density. For TF spectra, too, positivity is usually considered a desirable property (however, a geometric interpretation
of the Rihaczek spectrum that does not require positivity is described in [58], [99]). Wigner’s theorem [24], [106] shows the
nonexistence of type I spectra that are always positive and simultaneously satisfy the marginal properties. Positivity of type
I spectra is also incompatible with several other desirable properties [24]. However, we will show below that type I spectra
are approximately positive and may still satisfy other desirable
properties for the practically relevant subclass of underspread
processes.

(25b)
with

.

This theorem shows that for an underspread process where
and
are small for some positive (semi)definite , the negative real part of
is approximately
zero, i.e.,
. If
is indeed positive
, the bounds (25) will be zero since with
we
. Otherwise, small
have
and
requires that, on the effective support
can be well approximated by the
of
of a positive semidefinite operator . This is
GSF
favored by underspread processes where the effective support
of
is small.
By combining Theorems 6 and 9 by means of the triangle
inequality, we obtain the following bounds on the difference
between
and its positive real part
.
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Corollary 10: For any type I spectrum
, the difference between
is bounded as

and

Theorem 11: The partial derivatives of any type II spectrum
are bounded as

where

with
with

and

This corollary finally shows that type I spectra of underand
spread processes (where
are small) are approximately real-valued and
or equivalently
positive, i.e.,
and
. These approximations require that within the effectice GEAF support, the
be nearly
spreading function of the prototype operator
Hermitian symmetric and close to that of a positive operator,
whereas it may be arbitrary outside the effective GEAF support.
V. PROPERTIES OF TYPE II SPECTRA
Next, we consider the properties of type II spectra. By conare TF shift covariant and
struction, all type II spectra
positive. Other desirable properties are satisfied if the prototype
operator satisfies corresponding constraints. In this section,
we show that for underspread processes, some desirable properties are approximately satisfied by most type II spectra even
if the corresponding constraints are not satisfied. As in Section
IV, we provide upper bounds on the associated approximation
errors.
A. Smoothness and Statistical Cross Terms
We first consider the GES (17), which is a central family of
type II spectra. Due to
, the smoothness of the GES is determined by the smoothness of the GWS
of the innovations system
, which in turn is deter. Therefore,
mined by the concentration of the GSF
—and thus,
itself—is underif the innovations system
spread, the GES will be a smooth 2-D lowpass function. Examples are shown in Fig. 3(g), (h). In contrast, if the innovations
system is overspread, which typically produces an overspread
process, the GES will contain oscillating components. This is
shown in Fig. 4(g), (h).
Other type II spectra are potentially smoother than the GES
because according to (15), any type II spectrum involves a conwith
. This convolution
volution of
is an underspread operator, beamounts to a smoothing if
cause then
is a smooth 2-D lowpass function. These
observations are made more precise by the following result.

This shows that
is smooth either when the innovahas small convolved moments
, or when
tions system
.
the prototype operator has small convolved moments
These convolved moments will be small when the GSF moor
are themselves small. We can draw the
ments
following conclusions.
1) If
—and thus
—is underspread with small mowill be smooth irrespective of
ments
(this is the case e.g., in Fig.
the prototype operator
3(g)–(l)).
2) If the prototype operator
is underspread with small
moments
will be smooth even for an
overspread innovations system
(an example of such a
“smoothed type II spectrum” is the type II physical spectrum shown in Fig. 4(k)).
3) If neither
be smooth.

nor

is underspread,

will not

In the last case,
typically contains strong oscillating components (statistical cross terms [29]) that correspond
to components of
far away from the origin. These
components indicate large TF shifts effected by
and thus,
—i.e.,
is
typically, strong high-lag TF correlations in
overspread. The statistical cross terms of type II spectra are different from those of type I spectra in that they do not lead to neg. Examples are shown in Fig. 4(g)–(j).
ative values of
However, statistical cross terms are attenuated or suppressed in
“smoothed type II spectra” (cf. Case 2 above). Note that, according to (15), the smoothing is applied to the GWS
,
i.e., before taking the squared magnitude.
B. Mean Energy
It can be shown that in order for a type II spectrum to integrate
to the mean energy of the process, i.e.,
(26)
the prototype operator has to satisfy
. The following result shows that for an underspread innovations
, (26) is satisfied at least approximately even if
system
.
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, the difference
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are bounded as
(27)
(28)
with

where

.

with small
, the inThus, for an innovations system
is approximately equal to the mean energy,
tegral of
i.e.,

The weighted GSF integral
will be small if
on the effective support of
. This is favored by a
, i.e., by an underspread
small effective support of
innovations system and, hence, by an underspread process
.
C. Marginal Properties
satisfies the marginal property

A type II spectrum
in time

This theorem shows that for an underspread innovations
(which implies that
is unsystem with small
derspread), the GES approximately satisfies the marginal
properties, i.e.,
and
Small
requires
to be concentrated along the
and axes. The bounds in (27) and (28) correctly reflect the
fact that the marginal property in time is exactly satisfied by the
) and the marginal
evolutionary spectrum (GES with
property in frequency is exactly satisfied by the transitory evo).
lutionary spectrum (GES with
VI. APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENCE OF TF SPECTRA

iff

or, equivalently, iff
, where
is an arbitrary phase
function (this condition is satisfied, e.g., by the evolutionary
spectrum, where
). Similarly,
satisfies the marginal property in frequency

iff

or
(this is satisfied e.g., by the transitory evolutionary spectrum, where
). We note that the evolutionary
and transitory evolutionary spectra are equal when computed
using the same self-adjoint innovation system [22]. In that case,
one obtains a positive spectrum satisfying both marginals. This
is not a contradiction to Wigner’s theorem [24], [106] since this
spectrum is not the expectation of a quadratic TF signal representation.
Explicit expressions for the differences

Within both the type I and type II classes, an infinite number
of different TF spectra can be obtained by different choices
of the prototype operator . This nonuniqueness is a significant—and often inconvenient—difference from the stationary
case. One may, of course, advocate a specific TF spectrum because it satisfies a given set of properties not satisfied by any
other spectrum. However, we next demonstrate that the various
type I and type II spectra will give effectively equivalent results
for underspread processes. Thus, in the underspread case, it does
not make much difference which TF spectrum is used.
A. Approximate Equivalences Within the Type I and Type II
Classes
The next theorem considers the pointwise and
between two different type I spectra.

deviations

Theorem 14: The difference of two type I spectra
and
satisfies

and
exist but are rather complicated. Thus, here we content ourselves with bounding these differences for the GES, i.e., for
(here,
).
Our bounds extend previous results in [22].

where

.

Theorem 13: The differences
Thus, for underspread processes with small
different type I spectra
and
mately equal, i.e.,

and
,
are approxi-
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and

requires that
or, equivalently,
on the effective support of the GEAF

(however,
may be completely different
outside the effective GEAF support). This is
from
favored by an underspread process, where the effective GEAF
support is small.
As an example, consider the GWVS and the physical spectrum, i.e.,

We have just seen that in the underspread case, different TF
spectra within the type I class or within the type II class yield
similar results. It remains to study if, in addition, type I spectra
are similar to type II spectra. A type I spectrum is a TF symbol
of the “squared” innovations system

whereas a type II spectrum is the squared magnitude of a TF
symbol of the innovations system

and
Here, we have

B. Approximate Equivalence of Type I and Type II Spectra

and

so that the weighting function is
.
A Taylor series expansion of
about the origin shows
real and symmetric and for small and , there is
that for

where
and
denote the root-mean square (RMS) duration
, respectively. In contrast, for large and
and bandwidth of
one has

Hence, the GWVS and physical spectrum yield similar results
for underspread processes even though they may be very different otherwise.
The approximate equivalence of different type I spectra in
the underspread case is clearly demonstrated by the examples
depicted in Fig. 3(a)–(f). In contrast, Fig. 4(a)–(f) shows that
the type I spectra may be quite different in the overspread case.
A similar equivalence result holds for the class of type II
spectra, as stated by the next theorem.
Theorem 15: The difference of two type II spectra
and
is
bounded as

Thus, type I and type II spectra (using the same prototype operator ) are approximately equal if the TF symbol of “
squared” is approximately equal to the squared magnitude of
. In the underspread case, the existence of
the TF symbol of
such an approximation is confirmed by the following result that
even admits different prototype operators.
Theorem 16: The difference between any type I spectrum
and any type II spectrum
is bounded as

where

with

and

Thus, if the weighted integrals and moments involved in
are small for some , we have
where

.

with small
Thus, for an underspread innovations system
, different type II spectra
and
based
on this innovations system are approximately equal, i.e.,

A small
requires that
on the effective support of
. This is favored when the effecis small, i.e., when
—and, thus,
tive support of
—is underspread. The similarity of different type II spectra
in the underspread case is demonstrated in Fig. 3(g)–(l), whereas
their dissimilarity in the overspread case is evident from Fig.
4(g)–(l).

Small

requires
on the effective support of
, and small
requires
on the effective support of
. These approximations are favored
and
. Simby small effective supports of
and
are small if
is
ilarly, both
effectively concentrated in a small rectangular region about the
and
, type I
origin. We conclude that for underspread
and type II spectra yield effectively equal results. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3.
VII. APPROXIMATE KARHUNEN–LOÈVE EXPANSION

In a mathematical sense, the Karhunen–Loève (KL) expansion [89], [107] can be viewed as an extension of the PSD to
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nonstationary processes. The correlation operator
of a nonwith finite mean energy has orthonormal
stationary process
and absolutely summable, nonnegative
eigenfunctions
eigenvalues . The KL theorem [89], [107] states that
has
a mean-square convergent expansion in terms of the eigenfunc; furthermore, the expansion coefficients
are
tions
uncorrelated and have mean power

our assumptions, the expansion (30) holds for any signal
. The Gabor frames
and
are highly
structured since their elements are related by TF shifts; moreover, the Gabor expansion can be efficiently implemented using
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [35].
In order to be able to interpret the Gabor expansion (30) as an
approximate KL expansion, we desire that the expansion coefbe approximately statistically orthogonal, i.e.,
ficients
(31)

(29)
The KL expansion features a double orthogonality: orthogonality of the basis functions
, and (statistical) orthogonality
of the random coefficients
.
, the KL eigenfunctions are given
For a stationary process
and the KL eigenby the complex sinusoids
. Thus, the KL eigenfunctions
values are given by the PSD
are known a priori, they feature perfect frequency localization,
and they are highly structured (i.e., related by frequency shifts);
furthermore, the KL eigenvalues have a precise interpretation as
a power spectrum. Unfortunately, all these properties are lost in
the case of a general nonstationary process. However, we will
now show that for an underspread process, Gabor frames [34],
[35] provide a highly structured set of TF-localized approximate KL eigenfunctions, and both type I and type II TF spectra
can be interpreted as an associated approximate KL eigenvalue
spectrum. Our subsequent discussion extends previous results
of Kozek [27], [28], [108], [109]. Furthermore, results in a similar spirit have been obtained in [67], [110] (using local cosine
bases) and in [111], [112] (using wavelets).
A. Approximate Decorrelation
The “approximate KL expansion” we consider is given by the
Gabor expansion [34], [35]
(30)
Here,
and
are dual Gabor frames
[35], [113] that are obtained by TF shifting two “profor
totype” functions
and
, respectively, according to

(cf. (3)). Here, and are lattice constants satisfying
.
and
are dual
We note that the Gabor frames
and
satisfy the biorthogonality condition [34], [35]
iff

This relation replaces the deterministic orthogonality property
of the KL expansion.
dual Gabor frames
We consider oversampled
rather than an orthonormal Gabor basis. The reason is that an
orthonormal Gabor basis presupposes critical sampling
, which according to the Balian–Low theorem implies poor
TF localization of the Gabor basis functions [34], [35]. Under

. This is analogous to the statistical orthogofor
nality property in (29) and corresponds to an approximate diag. The associated aponalization of the correlation operator
proximation error can be bounded as follows.
, the correlation

Theorem 17: For any Gabor frame
is bounded as
of the coefficients

where

.

Thus, for underspread processes where
can be made
by a suitable choice of
and ,
small for
are approximately statistithe expansion coefficients
cally orthogonal, i.e., the approximate decorrelation (31) holds.
Small
for
requires that
for
, where
denotes the effective support of
. An equivalent formulation of this condition
for
, where
is
shifted by
is
. In order for this condition to be satisfied for
is required to decay quickly outall
side the effective support of
, which in turn is possible
is underspread and
is well TF localized.
only if
B. Approximate KL Eigenvalue Spectrum
are equal to
According to (29), the KL eigenvalues
, i.e.,
the mean power of the expansion coefficients
. In the stationary case,
becomes equal
. We will now show that for an underspread
to the PSD
process
, an “approximate KL eigenvalue spectrum” is
provided by the samples of a type I or type II spectrum at the
. Our development is based on the
TF points
equals the physical
observation that the mean power of
spectrum with window
at the TF points
, i.e.,

The physical spectrum is a specific type I spectrum. Hence, the
and a sampled type I specdifference between
or a sampled type II spectrum
trum
can be bounded by invoking Theorem 14 or Theorem 16, respectively.
Corollary 18: For any type I spectrum
, we have
(32)
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where
any type II spectrum

. Furthermore, for

(33)
Here

A. Input–Output Relations for the Generalized Wigner–Ville
Spectrum
whose input is a nonstaWe consider an LTV system
. The system output
is a
tionary process
nonstationary process whose correlation operator is given by
. Furthermore,
and
.
An approximate TF formulation of these input–output relations
and the GWS of can be based
in terms of the GWVS of
on the next result.
Theorem 19: Let

with

This corollary shows that for underspread processes where
the bounds on the right-hand side of (32) and (33) can be made
small (cf. the discussions following Theorems 14 and 16), one
has
(34)

. The differences

are bounded as

(35)

Thus, the sampled TF spectra
and
constitute an approximate KL eigenvalue spectrum. Note that
for
, the left-hand approximation in
(34) becomes exact.
For underspread processes, one can furthermore show the approximate eigenvalue relation [83]
(36)

VIII. INPUT–OUTPUT RELATIONS
with imThe action of a linear time-invariant system
pulse response
on the second-order statistics of a stationary process is described in a simple way by the PSD: for
, we have

where
is the frequency response
of . These multiplicative input–output relations for the PSD
can be extended in an approximate manner to the case where
an underspread nonstationary process is passed through an
underspread LTV system [83]. The resulting approximate
input–output relations are useful for the design of LTV filters
[42], [47], [114], [115]. While we will here consider only the
GWVS and GES, approximate input–output relations hold also
for other type I and II spectra due to the approximate equivalence of TF spectra in the underspread case (see Section VI).
We note that input–output relations for nonstationary processes
have previously been considered in [8], [116], however only
for time-invariant systems.

The above bounds are small if the effective supports of the
and the GSF
are both contained
GEAF
within a small rectangular region about the origin (i.e., if
and
are “jointly underspread” [22], [30], [83]). In that case,
the theorem yields the approximations
(37)

The bounds in (35) and (36) are strongest for
since
here
(note, however, that for
underspread we have
even for
[30], [83]). The approximation (37) is illustrated for
in
Fig. 5.
B. Input–Output Relations for the Generalized Evolutionary
Spectrum
Next, we consider an alternative approximate TF formulation
in terms of the GES of
and
of the relation
is an innothe GWS of . We shall use the fact that if
, then
is an innovations
vations system for
(indeed,
entails
system for
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the approximate input–output relation (37) for the Wigner–Ville spectrum (GWVS with = 0). (a) Wigner–Ville spectrum of input process
 (t; f ).
x(t), (b) Weyl symbol of LTV system K , (c) Wigner–Ville spectrum of output process y(t) = (K x)(t), (d) approximation jL (t; f )j W

Fig. 6. Illustration of the approximate input–output relation (38) for the Weyl spectrum (GES with = 0). (a) Weyl spectrum of input process x(t), (b) Weyl
symbol of LTV system K , (c) Weyl spectrum of output process y (t) = (K x)(t), (d) approximation jL (t; f )j G (t; f ).

). Thus, in the following we assume that the
uses the innovations system
and the GES of
uses the innovations system
. If
and
are causal, then
is causal as well. However, if
is the
, i.e.,
, then
positive semidefinite square root of
is not the positive semidefinite square root of
unless
is positive semidefinite and and
commute. (The latter
are jointly uncondition is approximately satisfied if and
derspread [30], [83].)
GES of

Theorem 20: Let

and

Then, the difference

is bounded as

Thus, if

is small, then
(38)

Small
requires that the effective
and
are both contained in a
supports of
and are jointly unsmall rectangle about the origin, i.e.,
and
are jointly
derspread [30], [83]. This implies that
underspread. The approximation (38) is shown in Fig. 6 for
and
. Note that because
and
are jointly underspread, also
is underspread
in Fig. 6(c) is practically
and hence the Weyl spectrum of
in Fig. 5(c).
equal to the Wigner–Ville spectrum of

IX. CONCLUSION
The desire to extend the power spectral density to nonstationary random processes has led to the definition of a rich—if
somewhat confusing—variety of different time-dependent or
time–frequency (TF) spectra for nonstationary processes. In
this paper, we introduced a unifying framework for the known
class of type I TF spectra and the new class of type II TF
spectra. This framework, which encompasses all major TF
spectra defined so far, is based on TF operator symbols induced
by certain “prototype operators.”
We then used this unifying formulation for a profound study
of the properties of type I and type II spectra in the practically
important case of underspread processes (i.e., nonstationary
processes with small TF correlation spread). In particular, we
stated a number of fundamental approximations for type I and
type II spectra of underspread processes. These approximations
show that in the underspread case
• all type I and type II spectra satisfy several desirable properties (marginals, positivity, etc.) at least in an approximate manner;
• different type I and type II spectra yield effectively identical results; this also implies that all type I and type II
spectra are “almost complete” second-order statistics of
an underspread process;
• all type I and type II spectra are smooth 2-D lowpass functions;
• Gabor frames provide an approximate Karhunen–Loève
(KL) expansion, and type I and type II spectra provide an
approximate KL eigenvalue spectrum;
• the effect of underspread linear time-varying systems can
be described in the TF domain by simple approximate
input–output relations for type I and type II spectra.
We substantiated these approximations mathematically by providing upper bounds on the associated approximation errors.
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These bounds are formulated in terms of weighted integrals
and moments of the expected ambiguity function of the process
and/or of the spreading function of an innovations system; they
can usually be reliably estimated in practice.
For overspread processes, none of the above approximations
is valid. Here, the results obtained with different type I or type II
spectra may differ dramatically. Nonsmoothed TF spectra such
as the Wigner–Ville spectrum and the evolutionary spectrum
contain large statistical cross terms. These cross terms indicate
the strong high-lag TF correlations of an overspread process
but, on the other hand, impede a clear representation of the
process’ mean TF energy distribution. In contrast, in smoothed
TF spectra such as the (type I or type II) physical spectrum,
statistical cross terms are attenuated or suppressed. Thus, these
spectra do not correctly indicate the process’ TF correlations;
on the other hand, they often do provide a reasonably faithful
picture of the process’ mean TF energy distribution even in
the overspread case. Finally, in the overspread case, many
TF spectra do not satisfy numerous desirable properties even
approximately, and they cannot be used to formulate simple
input–output relations in the TF domain.
We can thus conclude that the concept of a TF spectrum is
most successful and satisfactory in the underspread case. For
underspread processes, our results indicate that the choice of a
specific TF spectrum is not critical because all major existing
TF spectra produce meaningful results and satisfy a number of
desirable properties at least approximately. Our approximations
show that type I and II TF spectra provide tools for the secondorder analysis and linear filtering of underspread processes that
are just as powerful, intuitive, and practically convenient as the
power spectral density of stationary processes.
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